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Abstract
Context: Trojan asteroids are asteroids that become trapped at the L4 and L5 Lagrange points of their respective planet-star system. These Lagrange points, first proposed by Italian Mathematician and Astronomer, Joseph Lagrange, are gravitationally
stable regions in the planet-star system where the gravitational effects of the planet
and the star cancel out, allowing debris to congregate at these Lagrange points. Trojan
asteroids accompany almost every planet in our own solar system and perhaps, exoplanetary systems. Kepler has detected several thousand extrasolar planets to date,
yet only a handful of studies have been dedicated to search for these exo-Trojan asteroids/planets. Finding such small bodies in extrasolar systems may further our understanding of planetary formation.
Aim: The aim of this project is to detect large transiting trojan asteroid clouds or,
potentially, trojan planets in the Kepler dataset.
Method: Using a variety of statistical signal processing techniques, such as phase folding analysis, BLS periodogram and Fourier analysis, I search for statistically significant
dips in stellar flux caused by a transiting trojan swarm or individual large trojan body.
Conclusion: Upon analysing the Kepler dataset in detail with a variety of methods,
no significant trojan transit feature was detected. However, some insight has been provided as to how longer term studies may be able to detect trojan bodies at larger orbital
radii with more massive planetary hosts. The Fourier method described could be used
with future datasets to detect exoplanetary rings and, potentially, large trojan swarms.

Preface
Since the first discovery of an exoplanet around a main sequence star (Mayor and
Queloz, 1995), astronomers have found over 3500 planets outside our solar system as
of August 2017 (see exoplanetarchive) and since then our understanding of exoplanets
has advanced at a extraordinary pace. These worlds have shown us that the Earth is
but one of countless billions of planets in the Universe and sheds light on the zoo of
planets out there, some, similar to the Solar system planets and some, very alien.
Most of these exoplanets have been discovered via the transit method, of which,
the Kepler space telescope has been dominant. Kepler targeted a region of the sky in
the direction of Cygnus, one of the densest regions of sun-like stars in the Milky way
(Koch et al., 2010), and took photometric measurements of approximately 150,000 stars
in order to detect transiting planets.
Transiting planets are observed when a planet passes in front of its host star (with
respect to the observer) and decreases the observed flux of the star. This decrease can
be extremely small, on the order of 1% for a Jupiter size planet (Hellier et al., 2014)
and 0.00001% for a moon size planet (Barclay et al., 2013). However, with the sensitive CCDs on board Kepler, no atmosphere to disrupt the incoming light and almost
continuous stellar monitoring, Kepler has detected planets with radii smaller than the
Earth. Kepler may even be sensitive enough to detect groups of Asteroid.

1

Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Extra-Solar Planets

Extra-Solar planets (or Exoplanets) are defined as planets orbiting stars other than the
Sun. Of the ~3500 or so planets astronomers have discovered, many of these worlds are
vastly different than planets in our own Solar System. The discovery of these planets
has prompted astronomers to re-think how planetary formation operates and enriched
our knowledge of the Universe (Ford, 2014).
In the 16th century, the Italian philosopher, Giordano Bruno, was one of the first
to acknowledge the possibility of other worlds beyond our Solar System. Bruno was
a believer in the Copernican Heliocentric theory and elaborated on it to include other
heliocentric systems in the Universe. In his writings he claims “There are innumerable
suns and an infinite number of planets which circle around their suns as our seven planets circle around our Sun.” We do not see planets revolving about other stars “because
of their great distance or small mass” (MacLachlan). Today, with help from missions
like the Kepler Space Telescope, we know that almost every star has at least one planet
(Cassan et al., 2012) and one in every 6 stars has an Earth like planet orbiting it
(Aguilar, 2013).
These statistics have opened up the field of Exoplanetary Science which has led
to the discovery of some very strange and some very familiar worlds.

2
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Figure 1.1.1: Distance of discovered planets from the parent star vs planet mass.
One such class of strange planets astronomers have found are the “Hot Jupiters”,
first discovered by Mayor and Queloz (1995). These giant planets are >10 times the
radius of the Earth (Jupiter size or greater) and orbit their host star with a period
ranging from a few days to a few hours (Gillon et al., 2014). Hot Jupiters can have
surface temperatures of several thousand degrees Kelvin (e.g. Kelt-9b (Gaudi et al.,
2017)), some having extremely bloated atmospheres leading to atmospheric stripping
by the host star (Vidal-Madjar et al., 2003). The formation mechanism of these objects
was unclear at first as gas giant planets can not form in such extreme temperature
environments. It is now understood that Hot Jupiters form at larger orbital radii and
migrate inwards toward their parent star due to interactions with the protoplanetary
disk (Masset and Papaloizou, 2003). It is also possible that planet-planet scattering
events can send the planet on an inward trajectory towards the host star, causing the
orbital plane of the planet to be tilted with respect to the direction of stellar rotation
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(Nagasawa et al., 2008). These processes are assumed to be destructive for other planets
in the system, however, WASP-47b appears to be an exception. The WASP-47 system
hosts a Hot Jupiter (WASP-47b) and three additional planets, 2 of which are larger
orbital radii than WASP-47b. This system architecture may hint that Hot Jupiter migration may not be as destructive as once thought.
Super-Earths are a class of planets which do not exist in our solar system and thus
are a planetary curiosity. These planets are the most common planet found (Kreidberg
et al., 2014). With masses of 1.9 - 10M⊕ (Charbonneau et al., 2009), they are thought
to have a compositional mix of rock and gas. A sub-class of this category are planets
defined as mini-Neptunes. These are planets that have a potentially massive rocky core
with a thick gaseous atmosphere. Kepler-10c is an example of a Super-Earth. With a
+1.3
radius of 2.35+0.090
−0.040R⊕ and a mass of 17−1.20M⊕ , it is one of the most massive planets
expected to have a predominantly rocky composition (Dumusque et al., 2014). This
type of planet is dubbed a mega-Earth.
In the search for habitable planets where life could flourish, astronomers and astrobiologists are keenly interested in terrestrial planets, or Earth-like planets. With
sizes ranging from 0.8-1.25R⊕ , the majority of these planets are expected to be composed mainly of rock. There are some exceptions to this, including Kepler-138d. With
+0.67
a radius 1.2+0.11
−0.10 times greater than the Earth but an estimated mass of 0.64−0.38M⊕ ,
this puffy planet has a large volume but relatively small mass, indicating a large atmosphere but a small rocky core (Kipping et al., 2014).
Terrestrial planets in the habitable zone are of particular interest, as they orbit
their parent star at a distance where liquid water could exist on the surface (a key
ingredient for life). Planets even smaller than the Earth have been detected with the
Kepler Space Telescope. Kepler-37b has a diameter of ∼3900km, not much larger than
the moon (Barclay et al., 2013). It is possible that objects even smaller than this may
be hidden in the Kepler dataset, e.g. Trojan asteroid swarms or even Trojan planets.
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Trojan Asteroids

When we think of asteroids, we often refer to the small, kilometer sized bodies located
in the Asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. However, we often forget about another class of Asteroids, Trojan Asteroids. These are bodies that are trapped in the
gravitationally stable region of a planets’ Lagrange points, L4 and L5. Lagrange points
were first proposed by the Italian/French Mathematician Joseph-Louis Lagrange, while
attempting to solve the three-body problem. L4 and L5 points are located in an orbit
60◦ leading and 60◦ trailing the planet.

2q
q 2
2
) + y2,
−
− (x −
(1 + q)r1 (1 + q)r2
1+q
where q is the ratio of m2/m1,
m2 and m1 are the planet and trojan masses, respectively,
and x and y are the distances from the center of mass in the x and y direction.
φ=−

The Roche potential gives trojan bodies their stability in the Lagrange points. We can
see in Figure 1.2.1 that the Lagrange points indicate islands of stability in the gravitational potential of a system. The Roche potential describes the balance of gravitational
forces of two bodies on one (e.g. the Sun and Earth’s gravitational pull on a Trojan
at L4). 1.2 shows that the mass ratios of the planet and trojan are of fundamental
importance to the stability of the system, we will discuss this further in Section 2.1.
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Figure 1.2.1: Schematic of Roche potential for the Sun, Earth and Moon system.
Credit: map.gsfc.nasa.gov

1.2.1

Solar System Trojans

The first Trojan asteroid (588 Achilles) was discovered in 1906 by the German Astronomer, Max Wolf. Since then, astronomers have discovered many Trojans in our Solar System. Jupiter has the largest number of Trojan asteroids with 6456 discovered as
of January 2017 (http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau /lists/JupiterTrojans.html).
Neptune and Mars have a much smaller population of Trojan asteroids with 17 and 4
Trojans respectively while both the Earth and Uranus have just one detected Trojan
Asteroid.
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Earth’s single Trojan asteroid, 2010 TK7 , has been extensively studied (Connors
et al., 2011). It has an estimated diameter of ~300 meters and exhibits a chaotic orbital configuration. With an orbital inclination of 20◦ and an eccentricity of 0.191
(Schwarz and Dvorak, 2012), this asteroid dramatically oscillates horizontally and vertically around the Earth’s Lagrange point. This libration can be so extended, that it
can sometimes be found close to the opposite side of the Sun to the Earth.
Although it possesses no Trojan asteroids itself, Saturn does however have
Trojan moons. Both Dione and Tethys
have two Trojan companions.
Helene and Polydeuces are Trojan bodies of Dione, located at its L4 and
L5 points respectively, while Telesto
and Calypso are located in Tethys’s
L4 and L5 respectively.
Saturn’s
moon’s Janus and Epimetheus are also
in a co-orbital “Horseshoe” configuration.
The pair “swap” orbits in
an orbital dance around the Saturnian
rings.
Neptune’s known Trojans are less numerous than Jupiter’s population, however it holds some of the largest Trojans in the Solar system. Almost all
of the Neptunian Trojans have radii
>50km and are possible captured Kuiper
belt objects.
Work from Sheppard
and Trujillo (2010) have pointed to a
potentially massive Neptunian Trojan
Figure 1.2.2: Schematic of Jupiters L4 and
cloud with a population comparable to
L5 Lagrange points
Jupiter’s.
It is estimated that Jupiter has many more Trojans than detected, with calculations

of ~2x105 objects with diameters >2km and ~6x105 with diameters >1km (Yoshida and

Nakamura, 2005). These asteroids form swarms around the L4 and L5 points, which
librate around these regions with a libration amplitude of ~30◦ (Marzari et al. (2002),
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Jewitt et al. (2000)).

1.2.2

Exoplanetary Trojans

It is possible that Trojan bodies may be significantly larger in other solar systems than
the Trojan asteroids we see in our Solar System (Dvorak et al., 2004; Laughlin and
Chambers, 2002; Lyra et al., 2009). The largest known Trojan body is 624 Hektor
which is ~239km in diameter (Fernández et al. (2003), Table 4). Laughlin and Chambers (2002) have shown that the mass ratio of a planet and a Trojan body of unity can
exist in a stable, co-orbital configuration. Also, if the system is stable for long periods
of time, co-orbital growth may occur, resulting in a single large body at L4 or L5, a
“Trojan planets” (Cresswell and Nelson, 2009).
Migration of planets with Trojan companions may be detrimental to the stability of the Trojans themselves. Under the assumption that Hot Jupiters are formed at
distances further than the snow line and migrate inwards toward the central star where
they are seen today, could a Trojan Swarm or planet survive such a migration? As the
planet migrates inward, so to do the associated L4 and L5 points. This could cause
a breakup of the Trojan asteroid swarm or, in the case of a Trojan planet, cause a
planet-planet scattering event. However, simulations from Lykawka and Horner (2010)
show that, depending on how violent and when the migration occurs, giant planets may
capture material in primordial disks at their respective Lagrange points as they sweep
through the disk. This may imply that, under the right conditions, planetary migration
may not be destructive as we think. Observations of the WASP-47 system have shown
that other planets can exist in the same system as a hot Jupiter planet, meaning the
stability of Trojan bodies may too be unaffected by planetary migration.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.2.3: 2D hydrodynamic model
showing the formation of a host planet
with a trailing trojan planet in a protoplanetary disk. The planets masses are
156M⊕ (lef t) and 65M⊕ (right). Cresswell
and Nelson (2009)

9

Figure 1.2.4: Hydrodynamic calculation
model showing a planet clearing a gap in
a disk. Vortical flow is observed in the
model around the L5 point. Particle may
become trapped at the L5 point and form of
a second planet in a 1:1 resonance with the
first planet.Laughlin and Chambers (2002)

A discovery of a Trojan swarm or planet in an exoplanetary system would assist
astronomers and theorists understand the formation mechanisms of such objects and
further our knowledge of the system’s architecture itself. For example, it is thought that
the Neptunian Trojan swarms may be a collection of captured Kuiper belt objects in a
process known as “freeze in” capture. This process occurs when Neptune and Uranus
migrate across a mutual 2:1 resonance and perturb the orbits of minor bodies. Once the
planets become stable again, any bodies located in the Lagrange point become trapped
there (Morbidelli, 2005). If a massive Trojan swarm were detected in an comparable
system, this could indicate the presence of an undetected cloud of small bodies similar
to the Kuiper belt that may be feeding these Trojan regions.
Similarly, A detection of Trojan asteroids in an exoplanetary system with a Hot
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Jupiter would provide important constraints on the dynamical evolution of these giant
exoplanets (Moldovan et al., 2010).
Combining our knowledge of Trojan asteroids in our solar system, theoretical models and data from advanced space telescopes like the Kepler space telescope, we can
begin to search for these objects in other planetary systems.
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Kepler Space Telescope

The Kepler space telescope was launched in 2009 with the sole purpose to search for
transiting planets in other solar systems and to build a statistical profile of the population of Earth-like planets in our galaxy. On board the spacecraft is one of the most
advanced CCD arrays ever launched. This CCD ’Photometer’ array contains 42 single
CCD chips and has a FOV of 105 square degrees, enabling it to perform wide field photometry of the Cygnus region. With a 30 minute cadence, the CCD captures light from
approximately 150,000 stars with the sensitivity to detect Earth-sized planets around
sun-like main sequence stars. Kepler also provided astronomers with short cadence data
of 1 minute sampling to estimate transit timing variations and astroseismology.

Figure 1.3.1: Kepler CCD array with 42 single CCD sensors. Credit: nasa.gov
Kepler was placed in an Earth trailing heliocentric orbit with an orbital period of
around 375 days. The Kepler mission ended in May 2013 after the failure of its second
reaction wheel. However, Kepler remains operational today under the K2 mission, and
continues to detect transiting exoplanets (Fridlund et al., 2017). As of July 2017, the
K2 mission has detected 323 confirmed planets along with 479 planet candidates (see
exoplanetarchive).
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Previous Studies

Attempts have been made to find such Trojan objects in exoplanetary systems. Moldovan
et al. (2010) used photometric data from the MOST mission to search for Trojan-like
transit signals at the Lagrange points of the hot Jupiter, HD209458b. With a 10 second
cadence, over 13 days of continuous observation and a sensitivity of ~1 Lunar radius,
the MOST telescope provided excellent data to search for Trojan-like transits in this
system. However, no convincing evidence was found to support any transiting Trojans.
Janson (2013) also find no significant Trojan candidates with Kepler data. By creating a “river diagram” for each KOI, the author searched for librating objects around
the L4 and L5 points using a search algorithm and visual inspection.
Previous claims have been made on the detection of a Trojan planet in the Kepler223 system. In 2011, KOI 730.03 (later named Kepler 223e) was claimed to be a Trojan
planet of KOI 730.02, sharing the same orbit at the L5 Lagrange point (Lissauer et al.,
2011). The paper was later retracted after further analysis revealed the planets were in
a 2:1 resonance, not 1:1.
Placek et al. (2015) also report a possible exo-Trojan planet in the Kepler 91 system.
Lightcurves reveal Trojan-like dips at L5 in the orbit of Kepler 91b, a short period hot
Jupiter. Further testing is required to validate this claim, but if this is confirmed it will
force astronomers to re-think how destructive hot Jupiter migration may be.
The most tentative results have come from work done by Hippke and Angerhausen
(2015). They show a 2σ confidence level of a detection of an overall Trojan population
with their “Superstack” method. This method required phase folding lightcurves of
confirmed planets and planet candidates to search for transit signals at L4 and L5 from
an median averaged sample of light curves. They chose only phased lightcurves with
dips in flux at L4 (Phase ~ 0.33) and L5 (Phase ~ 0.66) where the primary transit is
set to occur at phase 0.5.
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Figure 1.4.1: Sub-sample superstack in normal (left) and symmetrically folded (right)
phase fold, with expected orbit size shown for reference. Note different vertical axes.
Gray dots are 1,000 bins over phase space, black dots with error bars (right) are 100
bins for better visibility. (Hippke and Angerhausen, 2015)
The median averaged lightcurves of 1940 confirmed Kepler objects and KOI’s exhibits a structured dip in flux at L4 and L5. An estimate of an average Trojan dip
of 2ppm (parts per million) was made, which would be equivalent to a 970km radius
single object. A density estimate is made for Trojan-like dips with varying period. The
indications here are that Trojans may be uncommon with semi-major periods <60days.
The authors attribute this to possible radiation effects (Yarkovsky effect), which may
cause orbital perturbations of Trojans closer to their parent star. However, although
the Yarkovsky effect is known to influence main belt asteroids, it is unclear how stellar
radiation affects the stability of Trojan asteroids.

Chapter 2
Theoretical work
2.1

Stability of Trojan bodies

When searching for Trojan objects in exoplanetary systems, it is important to understand the stability criteria for these bodies to assess whether these bodies can exist in
the L4/L5 positions of a Hot Jupiter, for example.
To test what the limits of stability in planetary systems with Trojan planets or
large swarms, I perform an analysis using the following stability criteria (Deprit and
Deprit-Bartholome, 1967):
27((m1 ∗ m2 ) + (m2 ∗ m3 ) + (m3 ∗ m1 )) < (m1 + m2 + m3 )2
=> Stable
where m1 is the stellar mass, m2 is the planetary mass and m3 is the mass of the
Trojan.
Using this criteria, we can test what ratios of planet, star and Trojan masses should
be stable. The results from this analysis can be seen in Figure 2.1.1. The plots show
varying masses of Trojan and host planet (in Jupiter masses) with the top plot representing a 0.5M star in the system, middle plot representing a 1M star in the system
and the bottom figure having a 2M star in the system. The unstable regions are
marked as red dots while stable regions are marked in blue dots. The green lines show
where the mass limit is for a Deuterium burning Brown Dwarf (i.e. anything higher
than the green line (>13MJ ) represents a brown dwarf ). The host planet and trojan
planet masses are set to be 0.5-15MJ in steps of 0.5MJ .

14
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Unsurprisingly, we see that the lower mass stars have stricter mass criteria for
stability, allowing ‘only’ a 4 Jupiter mass Trojan and 4 Jupiter mass planet to be in
a stable configuration. This result also tells us that we should not expect to see any
Trojans in a system with an orbiting massive (>20-30 Jupiter masses) brown dwarf or
binary star system for example. However, this also shows, for any given planet less
massive than a brown dwarf in an exoplanetary system, the L4/L5 configuration is
stable.
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Figure 2.1.1: Stability models using planet and Trojan masses of 0.5-15MJup with
stellar masses of 0.5,1 and 2M . Red dots indicate unstable planet-Trojan mass ratios
and blue dots represent stable planet-Trojan mass ratios
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One problem in detecting Trojans may arise when we consider libration, in particular
Trojan planets. Trojans are not stationary bodies, but librate around their respective
L4 and L5 points. This includes a stable region in which the planet may transit but
a Trojan planet may librate above or below the orbital plane of the host planet, thus
may not transit the star. It may be possible that some of the ~3000 planets (and planet
candidates) we have discovered so far may actually be Trojan planets. The primary
planet may be inclined to our line of sight and thus only the trojan planet transits the
star (Janson, 2013). Trojan libration periods can range from days to hundreds of years.
The libration period is proportional to the mass ratio of the Trojan, planet and host
star and the orbital period of the primary planet (Marzari et al., 2002).
s
4 m1
(2.1.1)
Tt = Tp
27(m2 + m3 )
where Tt is the libration period of the Trojan, Tp is the orbital period of the planet,
m1 is the mass of star, m2 is the mass of planet and m3 is the mass of Trojan.
We can see from equation (2.1.1) the libration period (and therefore the libration
amplitude) is dependent on the masses of all 3 bodies and the orbital period of the parent planet. Using equation 2.1.1, we can test the upper limit of the libration amplitudes
(or libration periods) of Trojans to a first order approximation. In Figure 2.1.2, we see
this upper limit of libration amplitudes for varying planet mass with Trojan masses with
orbital periods of the host planets, given a 1M star. Here, we see that, given the same
mass host planet, varying Trojan masses give very different libration periods with the
smaller Trojans taking longer to complete their epicyclic motion around L4/L5. We can
also see that the mass of the host planet is an indicator of Trojan libration period. The
more massive the host planet, the shorter the libration period. This is probably due to
the deeper potential wells of the Lagrange points created by the massive host planet.
Lower mass planets will create “shallower” Lagrange point gravitational potential wells
and therefore should host less Trojan material.

Figure 2.1.2: Models of Trojan libration periods/amplitudes. These models show that
larger mass Trojan bodies should have smaller libration amplitudes and thus be more
‘settled’ in the the Lagrange point. These models were created with Trojans of 0.5,1
and 10M⊕ .
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Detectability of Trojans in
Exoplanetary systems

Trojan Asteroids can be small, less than a km across. Individual Trojan asteroids, like
those in our Solar system, would not be detectable in other planetary systems with our
current instruments. However, Jupiter’s Trojan population are so numerous that collectively the L4 swarm alone could form an equivalent solid sphere around 400-600km
across (assuming a bulk density of 2000kg m− 3) (Jewitt et al. (2000), Hippke and
Angerhausen (2015)).The combined known Neptunian Trojan population would have
a transiting area equivalent to 545km in radius (assuming a bulk density of 2000kg
m− 3). Trojans may be much larger in other solar systems. Individual small bodies
could combine to form planet sized objects, or a planet could be captured in the L4/L5
point of a larger host planet.


Rplanet
Rstar

2

∆F =

2
600km
∆F =
695500km
∆F = 0.75ppm
A single 600km diameter (or an equivalent area) trojan
would be below Keplers detectable range for a 1 solar radius star.

(2.1)

Although the Jovian Trojan population would not be detectable in the Kepler dataset,
models have also shown that even larger bodies may exist in these 1:1 co orbital resonances, even as large as Saturn (Cresswell and Nelson, 2009). It may also be possible
to detect large Trojan swarms themselves. The probability of detecting Trojans may
be easier in very young systems where the primordial material has not yet dissipated
(Moldovan et al., 2010).
Kepler has the ability to detect dips in stellar flux to a level of 20ppm at 12th
magnitude over 6.5 hours (Batalha, 2014). This high precision photometry has aided in
the discovery of some of the smallest planets we know today (Barclay et al., 2013). One
such planet, Kepler 37b, is estimated to be approximately the size of Earth’s moon.
If such a body were located in the gravitational potential of L4 or L5, it should be
detectable (assuming small libration amplitudes). It is reasonable to assume that ex-
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oplanets may host Trojan objects larger than Kepler 37b and may be hidden in the
Kepler dataset (Cresswell and Nelson, 2009; Laughlin and Chambers, 2002).
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Given Kepler’s 20ppm sensitivity, we can estimate the size of a trojan swarm Kepler
could detect (see equation 2.2).


Astar

Rplanet
Rstar

2
= ∆F

ATrojan
> 20 x 10−6
Astar
= 1R = 1.5205261 x 1012 km2

(2.2)

2

=> ATrojan = 30410522km
=> RTrojan = ∼ 3000km
(assuming single large Trojan)
An object or swarm of objects with a area area of ~3x107 km2 would be visible in the
Kepler time series data of quiet main sequence stars of 1R . Trojan asteroid swarms
at L4 and L5 would be seen at an orbital phase ±60◦ either side of the planet transit
signal in the Kepler dataset (Janson, 2013).
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Figure 2.2.1: Injected Trojan signal in the phased lightcurve of Kepler-25c. An Earth
size Trojan (100ppm flux drop) is placed at L5 in the PDC flux data (detrended data
with known systematics removed) and phased to show the host planetary transit and
the Trojan at L5.The area around the L5 point is highlighted in the insert plot. The
main figure shows the phased lightcurve with the injected Trojan. The shaded blue area
represents the expected ±30◦ region where Trojans are expected, with the lowest
gravitational potential point marked with dotted black lines.This data has been binned
so that the planetary transit duration covers 3 bins, smoothing out short term
variabilities in the data. The black horizontal line shows the mean of the data, and the
red, green, and magenta show a 1,2, and 3σ deviation from the mean, respectively.
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Figure 2.2.2: Injected Trojan signal with a libration amplitude of 0.04 (fraction of
transit period) in the phased lightcurve of Kepler-25c. An Earth size Trojan (100ppm
flux drop) is placed at L5 in the PDC flux dataset (detrended data with known
systematics removed) and phased to show the host planetary transit and the Trojan at
L5. The shaded blue area represents the ±30◦ region where Trojans are expected, with
the lowest gravitational potential point marked with dotted black lines.This data has
been binned so that the planetary transit duration covers 3 bins, smoothing out short
term variabilities in the data. The area around the L5 point is highlighted in the insert
plot. The black horizontal line shows the mean of the data, and the red, green, and
magenta show a 1,2, and 3σ deviation from the mean, respectively
If exoplanetary science has taught us one thing, it is to expect the unexpected. It
is entirely possible that a Trojan swarm may be much larger in number and collective
mass than any swarm in our own Solar System. A Trojan swarm is typically not a
homogeneous blob but has some density structure. Marzari et al. (2002) show the
density structure of Jupiter’s Trojans with inclinations <10◦ . This structure has been
reproduced and added to the phased light curve of Kepler-25c in figure Figure 2.2.3
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Figure 2.2.3: Injected Trojan swarm signal with a libration amplitude of 0.11 (fraction
of transit period) in the phased lightcurve of Kepler-25c. An Trojan swarm is placed
at L4 and L5 in the PDC flux data (detrended data with known systematics removed)
and phased to show the host planetary transit and the Trojan swarms. Each transiting
Trojan swarm has the collective radius of ~1R⊕ . The Trojan swarms have a total
angular spread of 0.11 (fraction of transit period) with the densest region located close
to the respective L4 and L5 points. The Trojan cloud shape is based on Figure 3 in
Marzari et al. (2002)’s paper (which describes the Jupiter trojan distribution) and are
shown in dotted blue lines. The two insert figures highlight the Trojan clouds at L4
and L5. The shaded blue area represents the expected ±30◦ region where Trojans are
expected, with the lowest gravitational potential point marked with dotted black lines.
This data has been binned so that the planetary transit duration covers 3 bins,
smoothing out short term variabilities in the data.
The angular spread of Trojans swarms may also hinder their detection. A Trojan
cloud size may be larger than the angular size of the star, meaning only a small fraction
of the Trojan swarm may actually transit the star. Estimates from Moldovan et al.
(2010) have shown that only a 5th of a swarm similar to Jupiter’s Trojans would transit
a star like HD209458. This does not reject the fact that exoplanetary Trojan swarms
may be much larger in extent than those we see in our Solar system (see Figure 2.2.4).
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Figure 2.2.4: Schematic showing the angular extent of large Trojan swarm. Not to
scale. Trojan swarm may appear out of transit with respect to the planet. This would
produce only a fraction of the dimming expected if the entire swarm were transiting.

Chapter 3
Method
This section outlines the techniques and procedures used throughout this project.

3.1

Data Acquisition

To obtain the data, the KPLR python package was used. KPLR was created by Dan
Foreman-Mackey and accesses the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST ) data
archive to download Kepler lightcurves. The PCD flux data was used in this project
as the known systematic errors in the data are removed. Lightcurves of verified Kepler
planets (Kepler objects - 2189 planets) and unconfirmed planets (KOI objects - 6637
planets) totalling 8826 planets, were downloaded with their corresponding fluxes, times
and errors.

3.2

Removing other planets in multi-planetary transits

Before any analysis could be performed on the phased light curves of exoplanets to
search for Trojans, it was essential to remove any other known transiting planetary
bodies in the system. The KPLR package star.kois was used to identify any other
known planets in the system. Knowing the planets T0 (time of first transit), period
and duration, it was possible to find the transits in the lightcurve and remove those
points in the lightcurve.
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Phase folding and visual analysis

This analysis used the two complementary approaches of a visual inspection, and a systematic algorithmic search. Periodic signals can be folded according to their periods.
This was done by taking the exoplanet’s period, splitting the time series into chunks
of that period, and folding the data onto itself. This can be seen in Figure 2.2.1 for
example, with the planetary transit located at a phase of 0.5.
Before any detrending techniques were applied to the data (other than those already
imparted to the PDC flux data), all 8826 planets’ raw fluxes were visually inspected.
To show the expected transiting regions of Trojans in phase space, shaded blue columns
are introduced, representing the ±30◦ potential regions of the Lagrange points. To test
if a Trojan-like transit signal is statistically significant, lines of mean, 1σ, 2σ and 3σ
were plotted, where 1σ represents 1 standard deviation in the out-of-planet and outof-Trojan transit phases. Black vertically dashed lines are added to show the precise
location of the lowest potential regions of L4 and L5 in the system (most likely places
to find transiting Trojans). Once these guides were in place, each phased light curve
was visually examined for transiting signals.
After the initial results were collected, a running median filter was applied to detrend the data in order to remove stellar variability (pulsating chromospheres, sunspots,
flares, etc.). This detrending method takes 4 times the number of points taken for the
transit to occur, i.e if the planet take 1.5 hours to transit, a running median of 6 hour
bins was applied. This duration was taken to prevent the removal of the host planet
transit itself or anything of a similar period. This is a powerful tool in detrending time
series data. To test if this method actually improved the signal-to-noise of a Trojan
transit, 3 types of Trojan signals were injected into the data, a single Trojan body of
Earth Radius, a single Trojan of Earth radius librating about the L5 point and a Trojan
swarm with the combined radius of a Earth size planet. Figure 3.3.1 shows the effectiveness of this detrending method. Transits that are undetectable in non-detrended
data, become visually detectable after detrending. However, in the detrended data, we
still see some dips that are equivalent in magnitude to the Trojan transit depth.
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Figure 3.3.1: This figure shows the phased time series of Kepler-636b with an injected
Trojan body at L5 with radius of 1 Earth.Top panel: Phased lightcurve of Kepler-636b
unbinned with running median filter. Top panel insert: Trojan transit is clearly lost in
the noise. Bottom panel: Phased lightcurve of Kepler-636b binned with a running
median filter with 4 times the number of points in the transit duration. Bottom panel
insert: Trojan transit is visible in the filtered data.
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BLS analysis

The BLS (box-fitting least squares) periodogram analysis (Kovács et al., 2002) is an
extremely useful and effective technique for detecting periodically transiting objects in
a time series. This method looks for box-shaped dips in flux in photometric time series
data. The box width can be adjusted to fit a given transit duration, while the period
of the boxes can be also be made to fit the period of the transiting planet. This is
commonly used to find transiting planets but may also be effective at detecting Trojan
signals.
One problem with this method for detecting Trojan signals is that the Trojan (planet
or swarm) and host planets’ period will be very similar. This may wash out any Trojan
signal and mask it as the host planet signal itself. However, since this method has
proven to be extremely reliable at detecting planetary transits, it is wise to test this to
detect Trojan transits.
It is assumed that the BLS technique will be more sensitive to large Trojan swarms
rather than Trojan planets, because of the slight difference in period between large
numbers of individual small Trojans, versus one signal large Trojan (ie. each individual
trojan in a swarm will transit the host star at a different time than a single body. This
frequency shift may favour detectability of a swarm over a single body using the BLS
technique.). The change in period in Trojan swarms can be attributed to the libration
amplitude, libration velocity and the eccentricity of the individual small Trojans. The
variety in these parameters will have an effect on a transiting signal, distinguishing it
from the host planet and may show up in the BLS test.
Before the BLS technique was used on the Kepler data to search for Trojans, a
test was required to see if a Trojan signal could be detected and, if so, what would
this detection look like in the periodogram. This test was done by injecting both a
single Earth radius planet at the L5 position and a large Trojan swarm in the Kepler636b lightcurve. The results of this test can be seen in Figure 3.4.1 and Figure 3.4.2
respectively.
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Figure 3.4.1: Top panel: BLS periodogram of Kepler-636b with no injected Trojan
signal in green, a 1 Earth radius librating Trojan planet at L5 in blue and the Trojan
signal alone in red. Bottom panel: Phase folded lightcurve of Kepler-636b with the
same librating Trojan at L5.
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Figure 3.4.2: Top panel: BLS periodogram of Kepler-636b with no injected Trojan
swarm signal in green, a Trojan swarm with the equivalent transiting area of a 1 Earth
radius planet at L4 and L5 in blue and the Trojan swarm signal alone in red. Bottom
panel: Phase folded lightcurve of Kepler-636b with the same Trojan swarm at L4 L5.
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Figures 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 show how ineffective the BLS method is at detecting large
librating Trojans or Trojan swarms. We see that the signal from the Trojan in blue,
overlaps the signal without a Trojan. No features or peaks of the periodogram could
reliably be attributed to a Trojan signal in several Kepler lightcurves with injected
Trojan signals. It is for this reason the BLS technique was rejected as a suitable test
to detect Trojans.
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Fourier Analysis

This section describes a Fourier method used for detecting signals at specific frequencies
in Fourier space in a non-uniform dataset.
Any time series data can be represented in Fourier space as a set of sines and
cosines. This method can be very useful in determining the granulation process of a
star, rotation periods of stars and detecting transiting exoplanets with a periodogram.
Each frequency component can be disentangled into sines and cosines using the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT), provided the time series is continuous and evenly sampled.
This is not the case for Kepler data which, although evenly sampled, contains large
gaps in time where the spacecraft required repositioning.
This was corrected by following a procedure outlined in Samsing (2015) which uses a
Fourier least-squares matrix method to detect signals that are periodic and symmetric
with respect to the planet transit, e.g. exoplanetary rings and Trojan swarms. This
method has clear advantages over standard phase folding techniques as it can filter out
all noise sources that are not periodic at (harmonics of) the orbital period including
instrumental noise and stellar flux variations while also making it possible to resolve
finer flux variations. Standard phase folding is only effective at reducing random noise.
This method is designed to find the best-fitting periodic model that is symmetric about the center of the transit, which is done by simultaneously fitting the sum of
cosines that have periods that are integer fractions of the orbit. Separation of the noise
and signal is possible because any signal associated with the transiting planet will be
constrained to discrete and separate frequencies in the Fourier series, namely the cosine
term. The cosine term is in phase with the transiting signal whereas the sine term will
be out of phase with the transit but carries the information of the noise. It must be
noted that this method is effective at detecting transit-symmetrical signals, this makes
the method rather suited to Trojan swarms as they should show some symmetry with
the host planet.
Step 1:
To effectively implement this method correctly, we must satisfy the condition that the
signal be symmetric about the zero point (i.e. primary transit). This is done by cutting
the data to a specific window which begins at the center of the first desired transit and
ending at the center of the final desired transit.
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Figure 3.5.1: Data window of Kepler 628b starting from the first transit and ending at
the 23rd transit. We see the effects of stellar variability causing variations in the data.
We also see single bright points from day 240-400 possibly caused by cosmic rays
hitting the sensor or stellar flares.
By cutting the data in this way, the cosine term fits the first and last transit, while
also fitting everything at the same period as the planet. We can later extract the sine
and cosine components of the Fourier series, where the transiting planet’s signal and
everything at that period is solely contained in the cosine component.
Step 2:
Next we must create a matrix array of phases (in radians) to fit the data. This ensures
that we are indeed fitting periodic points in the data with the same period as the planet.
φ = 2π

 ts − T 
0

Tw

(3.5.1)

where ts is the time array, T0 is the time of the first transit, at Tw is the length of
the chosen window (in time). Tw should also be an integer number of planet periods,
Tw =N0 P, where N0 is the number of transits and P is the planets period.
Step 3:
Once we have a matrix array of phases, we then create a new matrix by combining the
cosine and sine components of the time array with the harmonics. This is done to create
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a 2d column vector matrix of sines and cosines that we can use later to reconstruct the
signal. This is the design matrix refereed to in Samsing (2015).
Tk = cos(φ · N ) + sin(φ · N ),

(3.5.2)



Tk =


a1 , b1
 a2 , b2 


 a3 , b3 


 a4 , b4 


 ..., ... 
an , bn

(3.5.3)

n=number of coefficients

where N is an integer array of harmonics from 1 to half the number of data points.
T k is equivalent to T ki described in the appendix of Samsing (2015).
Step 4:
Next we need to calculate the an and bn coefficients that match the data. These coefficients represent the amplitudes of the data at a given frequency in the fourier series.
−1 T
R = Tk T · Tk
Tk · I
(3.5.4)
where the superscripted T here denotes the transpose and I is the intensity data.
R is then an array of cosine and sine coefficients.
Step 5:
Separation of noise from signal can be done in this way because the window we chose
minimises the overlap between signal and noise in Fourier Space. In this way, any information symmetric to the transit will be contained in a single frequency bin. We then
remove the sine components as it only contains stellar noise (the cosine components
contain information from the data at the frequency of the transiting planet, while the
sine components contain all other frequency information, i.e. stellar noise). This is
done by setting the second half of the R array to zero i.e. setting the bn coefficients to
zero. The first half of the array (the cosine component) contains all the information on
the amplitude of the time series window at the frequency of the planet. The transiting
signals occur at every N th point in the cosine array where N is the number of transits
observed in the windowed time series. This can be seen in Figure 3.5.2.
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However, the inter-transit frequencies still contain some random stellar activity information, as this occurs on all frequencies. We can simply set the amplitude of these
inter-transit frequencies to zero.
We also need to interpolate the time series in frequency space to normalise the
cosine array. This is done by taking two points either side of the transit frequencies
and subtracting the transit amplitude by the median of those two points.

Figure 3.5.2: Fourier coefficient amplitude (R array) with the ‘pre-cleaned’ an
coefficients in red, the bn in green and the new, interpolated an coefficients in blue
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Figure 3.5.3: ‘Cleaned’ an cosine coefficients in blue and the sine coefficients (set to
zero) in red
Step 6:
Once we have our ‘cleaned’ cosine and sine array (R), we can use the following equation
to reconstruct the data with very little stellar contribution and only with frequencies
of that of the planet’s period:
Inew = Tk · R
(3.5.5)
where Inew is the reconstructed data.
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Figure 3.5.4: Reconstructed data from the cosine coefficients in blue (unbinned), with
the original phased data in green dots (unbinned).
In Figure 3.5.4, we see the reconstructed data from the ‘cleaned’ Fourier cosine coefficients, which has a significantly lower noise component than the original data. Since
the new data is not reconstructed with infinite Fourier coefficients, we see ‘wiggles’ due
to the new signal reconstructed out of an incomplete set of frequencies. These are ringing artifacts that can be reduced to an arbitrarily small level by including an arbitrarily
large number of terms. Due to time constraints, the number of coefficients was set to
the number of points in the original windowed data.
The sine coefficients were also reconstructed in a separate test to ensure this method
was performing the separation of stellar noise and transit signal successfully. This can
be seen in Figure 3.5.5.
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Figure 3.5.5: Reconstructed data from the sine coefficients in blue (unbinned), with
the original phased data in green dots (unbinned).
We can see from Figure 3.5.5 and 3.5.4 that the separation of cosine and sine components was extremely successful.
Because this method can produce very large matrices (several million points in Step
4) it can be quite computationally time consuming. To rectify this issue, the time series
data was binned to reduce the number of data points and only a selection of planets were
chosen to perform this analysis. The planets selected are assumed to have favourable
properties for Trojans to exist, with radii greater that 3R⊕ (it is assumed that more
massive planets will harbour larger Trojan swarms) and orbital periods greater than
100 days (under the assumption that larger orbital period planet have undergone less
migration and thus, potentially less destructive to Trojan swarms than shorter period
planets).
Another issue arose when performing the matrix multiplication in step 4, whereby
the inverse matrix multiplication component contained zeros which creates degeneracies
in the calculation. This was rectified by using the Python numpy linalg package lstsq
which uses a Single Value Decomposition technique. This effectively ignores zeros and
NANs in the matrix multiplication, breaking this degeneracy.
Once the data is reconstructed without correlated stellar activity contribution, we
can run the previous algorithm (combined with visual inspection of the resulting recon-
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Chapter 4
Results
In this section I will discuss the results I have obtained in this project, how effective the
techniques were at detecting Trojan-like signals and where improvements can be made.

4.1

Phase folding and visual inspection results

Upon analysis of 8826 phased Kepler lightcurves (as described in section 2.1-2.3), some
tentative Trojan candidates were detected. These candidates were compiled into a list
for later inspection.
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Figure 4.1.1: Example of a trojan candidate
In order to confirm these candidate Trojan transits were indeed transiting Trojan
bodies, I first needed to rule out the possibility that these signals were caused by stellar
noise, glitches in the data or effects introduced through the analysis process. Examining
the un-phased lightcurves themselves proved extremely useful in identifying glitches in
the Kepler data.
During its time in operation the Kepler spacecraft required repositioning, during
which time no flux data was acquired. Often when the imaging system became operational again, a process known as charge trapping (where electrons can be trapped in
the silicon lattice of the CCD) can form an artifact that can be seen in the data know
as the “ramp effect”. This effect can be seen in Figure 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.1.2: Example of the ramp effect seen in the Kepler 805b lightcurve. Planet
transit marked in dashed red, L4 to the left, L5 to the right
When phasing up the flux data and binning it, this artifact can be confused with a
transiting planet signal. This effect can sometimes be seen at exactly the L4 or L5 position, leading to a misidentification of a transiting Trojan. Once the Trojan candidate
lightcurves were inspected, many of the candidates did indeed show this ramp effect
as the cause for the misidentified transit (this was the case for Kepler-805b Figure 4.1.1).
Unfortunately, after extensive testing on all the confirmed Kepler objects and Kepler
candidates, no significant evidence for Trojan planets or swarms were detected.
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Fourier analysis results

To complete this analysis in a timely manner (given the large computing time of the
large matrices involved), the process was optimised to search for Trojans in orbits
greater than 100 days and planetary radii greater than 3 Earth radii. This selection
contained 96 planets. An algorithm was set to search for three points below 3σ, where
σ is defined as the standard deviation of the out-of-transit and out-of-Trojan transiting
regions of the phased reconstructed data.
For planets with orbital periods greater than 100 days, there is a greater number of correlated frequency components (given a larger data window), which leads to
the reconstruction of more noise than for reconstructed shorter period planet signals.
This dampens the effectiveness of this method but still reduces a large number of correlated noise components in the dataset.
The selected 96 planets’ Fourier reconstructed phased lightcurves showed no significant signs of any trojan swarms signal.
Placek et al. (2015) hinted at a potential trojan object around Kepler 91b. This was
also tested with a Fourier least squares reconstruction. However, no statistically significant trojan signal was detected. The resulting reconstruction can be seen in Figure
4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.1: Reconstructed data from Kepler 91b cosine coefficients in blue
(unbinned), with the original phased data in green dots (unbinned). The black
horizontal line shows the mean of the reconstructed signal, and the red, green, and
magenta show a 1,2, and 3σ deviation from the mean. No statitically significant trojan
transit can be seen.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
The aim of this study was to detect individual large transiting Trojan bodies, be it
a large Trojan planet or a large cluster of Trojan asteroids. While the phase folding and BLS analysis were both expected to be the most effect methods in detecting
Trojan planets, it is evident from this research than no transiting Trojan planets are
detectable in Kepler data. There are potentially many different explanations for this,
but one interpretation of this result is that large Trojan planets are either extremely
rare or smaller Trojan planets are more common but their librating motion makes them
extremely difficult to detect.
The Fourier analysis test proved extremely effective for short period planets (approximately less than 30 days) but was slightly less effective for longer period planets
due to the large size of the data window. It is unfortunate that this method is more
sensitive to Trojan companions of shorter period planets as it is expected that large
trojan swarms or planets are more likely to be stable at larger orbital distances from
the host star (>0.5AU according to Cresswell and Nelson (2009)).
No significant individual trojan swarm were detected for the 96 planets with radii
>3R⊕ and orbital periods >100 days in this analysis. I believe this is partly due to the
large angular spread of Trojan swarms above and below the orbital plane (see Figure
2.2.4), where only part of the swarm transits the host star. One possibility is that the
transiting swarms are not dense enough to produce a significant decrease in flux. This
is expected as Jupiter’s Trojan swarms would not be detectable in another solar system
using Kepler data. Another potential reason is that the Yarkovsky effect is playing a
role on the stability of trojan swarms, where radiation pressure may be pushing Trojans out of stable L4 and L5 points of planets with periods detectable in the Kepler
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dataset. This may suggest that no Trojans can exist within a certain distance from the
host star, which may also effect the formation of Trojan planets. This mimics what we
see in our Solar System. Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars have little to no Trojans,
whereas Jupiter has ~6000 known Trojans. However, how stellar radiation effects the
orbits of Trojan bodies has yet to be explored.
Perhaps this result points to a lack of large Asteroid or Kuiper belts in exoplanetary
systems, which are thought to ‘feed’ the Jovian and Neptunian swarms.
Future missions like Plato will have a greater sensitivity than Kepler (27 ppm per
hour (Rauer et al., 2014)) and survey even more stars for transiting planets, and potentially massive Trojan swarms or planets. The Fourier method described above may
be instrumental in these future searches for Trojans or exoplanetary rings.
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